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Oakland School Board Questionnaire

Name: VanCedric Williams

Phone: 415-515-1495

E-mail: vancedric.williams@gmail.com

Website: http://vancedricwilliams.com

Preface note:  We realize that beyond certain specific references to the pandemic, that many of the 

questions below will also relate to the crisis in which we find ourselves.

1.Motivation: Why do you choose to run?

I'm running for Oakland Unified School District, District 3 to dismantle the institutional and systemic 

structures that have produced such poor and uneven results for all kids, particularly the Black children in 

Oakland.  I want a system to work in favor of the students and their best interests.  For too long, these 

racist structures created barriers to Black student success in OUSD. I will advocate for a new set of 

policies, practices, expectations, and perspectives that create a new picture of how young men and boys 

are perceived and treated, in other words – a new normal.

OUSD needs to invest in students, parents, and communities of color. OUSD has failed to listen to these 

same communities and have implemented policies that hurt the communities that need the most help.  

OUSD can do better and I’m running to be the forefront of change. To raise expectations, academic 

performance, and the graduation rates for these most vulnerable students and communities.  

Furthermore,  OUSD has not had a teacher on the Board in more than 20 years. The previous and current 

education policies coming out of the District set our communities back. The result is that OUSD has 

created a wall of distrust between the community and the District. The relationship between the 

community stakeholders and the board is broken. The pattern and challenges are the same in many Black 

Bay Area communities such as Bayview, East/ West Oakland, Richmond, Vallejo, and many more. Many 

in public office devalue our kids and make decisions that intentionally harm our communities. It must 

stop! We need to be bold, courageous, and unapologetic at times when making decisions about and for 

ourselves. Over the years, losing critical programs such as arts, music, science, parent centers, and other 

resources, which contribute to rich and vibrant school education has been devastating to our students, 

parents, and their community. It is one of the biggest challenges for OUSD and communities of color. As 

your next board member, I propose to address these challenges by reestablishing trust, building and 

strengthening the parent voice and community relationships, and to be intentional with using a racial 
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equity lens to make decisions.

2. Qualifications: Please give a brief summary of your background and qualifications for the office 

of a school board member.

I started in education as a Paraeducator working with students from Sudan in San Diego. In 2000, I 

moved to San Francisco and began my career as a Teacher. I Was hired as an emergency substitute at 

Gloria R. Davis Elementary School. After I earned my teaching credential, I began teaching 6th-8th grade. 

After the closure of Gloria R. Davis, I taught at Thurgood Marshall High School and later at Galileo High 

School.  I teach Ethnic Studies, U.S. History Honors, AP Government, Geography, and AVID. 

I’ve also worked on a variety of successful school board campaigns within SFUSD as well as several 

consecutively successful Ballot Measures. Most recently, the citizen’s initiative “Measure G: Living Wage 

for Educators,” which was passed by San Francisco Voters to establish parcel tax support for Educators’ 

salary for the next 20 years. It’s now in court being appeal by Howard Jarvis tax folks.

Recently, I’m the current Treasurer of United Educators of San Francisco (UESF) and have been a Union 

Member for as along as I’ve been a teacher, 20 years.  I’m also a Delegate Member of the National 

Education Association (NEA) and am on the California Teachers Association (CTA), serving on the 

following COmmittees: the Budget Committee, the Advisory Panel on Endorsed Services, and the Racial 

Equity Affairs Committee.  I belong to the California Federation of Certificated and Classified Teachers, 

serving on their Ethnic Diversity Leadership Committee and Racial Justice Task Force.

3. Programs and Priorities: Elected office provides the opportunity to proactively lead by placing 

new ideas for consideration and development. What do you believe are the main priorities for the 

School Board?

1. Be intentional with using a Racial and Social Equity lens when making decisions that affect 

underserved Oakland communities. 2. Budget Transparency and Accountability. Instill new practices, 

eliminate fiscal mismanagement and prosecute when necessary. 3. Increase Investment in Sustainable and 

Full-Service Community Schools and our culturally rich mentoring programs. Implement Ethnic Studies 

from K-12. Bring Anti-racists training to teachers and staff.

I believe these priorities are important to the School Board because we all have a vested interest in seeing 

our young folk do well socially and emotionally. Our schools should be the hub of our communities and 

providing services and support to our community which will healing and start to produce growth, 

resilience better life choices. Also, our district needs to be more transparent and accountable to the 
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community. The children should be the central theme in each and every one of our decisions. Our 

decisions will have an impact on the next three generations of green party members. 

4. Handling the Pandemic: In the current crisis, please reflect on the process of reopening schools 

and related issues such as distance learning.

The reopening of schools needs to be done with the partnership to create a healthy, socio-economic safety 

net for our students, vulnerable working families, and communities. There should be an outline of clear 

health and safety protocols for educators and students. This is a matter of life and death so it is important 

to get it right the first time. Remove all economic barriers for COVID-19 testing and treatment, including 

eliminating all insurance copayments and deductibles. Create a network of food and supply distribution 

centers. In addition, every child should be given a computer device and access to the internet. The 

Chamber of Commerce and Oakland Corporate Business have to pay their fair share and support our most 

vulnerable students and communities with such services.

5. School Evaluation: How do you assess the overall state of the OUSD? Identify successes and 

shortcomings.

As the fifth-largest economy in the world, California can afford to do the right thing and support our 

families.OUSD can do better with how it manages its funding resources. With the growth of charters, 

mismanagement of district funds, closures of schools, and bloated central office salaries, I believe OUSD 

has quite a way to go to return to a healthy school district. Nothing is impossible, but OUSD needs to hold 

staff accountable for mismanagement, become more transparent in their practices, and set a moratorium 

on charters. Any excess property can be used to build affordable housing for students, parents, and the 

community.

6. Budget: What changes in the OUSD budget would you suggest, especially in light of the current 

economic crisis? Why has the District faced ongoing budgetary problems, identified as shortfalls?

In the previous question, I alluded to the mismanagement of funds and lack of accountability in OUSD. It 

must be addressed. I believe that a budget can’t be built on the backs of our educators and students. 

OUSD has a responsibility to create a budget that is equitable and resources to our school communities. 

My experience as a Treasurer, Teacher, Union Rep, and Union bargaining member has given me insight 

into the processes of District and School site budgets. On the District level, then over the hiring of district 

office personnel/ administration creates a bloated budget, which doesn’t reflect the needs of our school 

sites. Also, new positions are created to pay consultants and “data experts, “ but authentic teaching and 

learning happen in the confines of a brick and mortar school. Reducing unnecessary positions and 

stopping school closure will be my first step in addressing the ongoing budgetary problems and shortfalls 

in OUSD. 
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7. Greater Resources: What possible added/ new sources of revenue would you prioritize?

We need to create seek more state funding and ask millionaires and billionaires to pay their fair share. As 

an educator, I know our public schools have been underfunded since Prop 13 went into effect in the 80s. 

Our state was in the top third of spending per pupil in the 80s with free community colleges and low 

university tuition costs. Now, we’re in the bottom third in per-pupil funding. We need to come together to 

advocate for the proper levels of funding and necessary investment in our communities that will create 

solid and sustainable community schools. We need to initiate ballot initiatives that support affordable 

housing and workforce housing for our communities and raises for our members. We need to be invested 

with our elected officials and hold them accountable. 

One way to do it is to get our communities to support ballot measures like Schools and Community First 

to claim our fair share of funding that has been missing for 30 yrs. This measure will bring in needed 

funds to schools. We need to advocate on a local, county, and state level to fully fund our schools. I stand 

in line with my union sisters and brothers throughout the state of California on supporting Schools & 

Communities First. It will bring in additional public funding to OUSD schools for our children, and safe 

neighborhoods. We need to close commercial property tax loopholes benefiting corporations and wealthy 

investors. This is our fight, we must reclaim $12 billion for our communities to fund our public schools 

and strengthen local schools, communities.

8. School Properties: What are your thoughts on maintaining current District sites/ properties, 

including their possible sale?

My thoughts on maintaining current District sites/ properties, including their possible sale, are connected 

to affordable housing, transitional housing, and workforce housing. We should not sell and land unless we 

can build affordable housing for all stakeholders involved with OUSD. Our families are under immense 

housing pressure. Their wages are not keeping up and many folk are not earning to pay market rents. 

Affordable housing is a safety net for our student’s families and communities desperate for a decent place 

to live. We must rally together as a collective, lobby and protest our local officials for relief. 

One thing we can do is hold Oakland Unified School District accountable and support investing in 

community schools and partnering up with community nonprofits to build on used parcels and partner 

with a company to build affordable and workforce housing for all educators. By repurposing land for 

affordable and workforce housing we address the needs of our community for vulnerable students, 

families, and educators who are economically struggling.

Through the collaboration of District Staff, OUSD, Community Housing Organizations, and the Mayor's 

Office, we should be able to create a policy that can be useful for OUSD students, parents, and the 

community. 
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9. Colocations: What is your evaluation of the collocation of public and charter schools?

My evaluation of the collocation of public and charter schools is to end Prop. 39. Reducing co-locations 

and ending co-locations at our school sites will help OUSD budget. Co-locations drain resources and 

destabilize OUSD. As students move from OUSD to charters, OUSD loses per-pupil funding which 

reduces its budget. Which then creates a cycle of budget costs and more closures.

10. Charter Schools: What is your general view of OUSD policy on charter schools? Do you favor a 

moratorium on charters? Do you distinguish between different types of charters?

Charter schools are draining the public school system in many ways. I do favor a moratorium on charters 

and there is no difference in charters. Charters are set up by profiteers and privatizers and the rules of 

accountability and transparency are not the same. They cherry-pick students by selling parents a false 

narrative. Charters are not held accountable like public schools and often the rules are not the same 

therefore it is hard to compare the effectiveness. OUSD must use AB 1505 to hold charters accountable.

When a student leaves a public school to attend a charter school, public resources go with them which 

drains money from already underfunded OUSD leaving OUSD students with less. Charter school shave a 

severe impact on OUSD students and the community, it forces OUSD to spend more on building 

administration rather than teachers and students. The money OUSD is paying to charters could double 

nurses, counselors, and reduce the elementary classes to a manageable level.

11. Discipline: What are your thoughts on the current OUSD policy on suspensions? What role do 

you see for restorative justice programs?

OUSD suspensions policies are linked to school to prison pipeline. They are punitive and regressive and 

only harm the community by sending vulnerable students into a community that may lead our students 

into trouble. That is why I favor calls for defunding the OUSD police. Most police reform hasn't changed 

much. It is a racial and social justice issue. There are countless examples throughout our lives that Police 

in communities of color have arbitrarily used excessive use of force, terrorized, and killed innocent Black 

people and People of Color. 

Our youth, who are our OUSD students are arrested at a disproportionately higher rate which derails 

youth opportunity and quality of life choices. The police should protect and serve and not harass, 

terrorize, and kill Black, Brown, and immigrant people. The lives of Black, Brown, and immigrant, 

LGBTQ+ students matter, and to criminalize our youth before they get a chance to pursue their dream is a 

crime in itself. Instead, we should be investing in meaningful programs such as restorative practice, 
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positive behavior interventions, peer mediation, mindfulness programs, bridge vocational, and art 

programs with local colleges.

One of my favorite quotes, from Angela Davis, comes to mind when I think overall about law 

enforcement agencies interwoven into the fabric of our schools. Her quote sums it up for me:

“When children attend schools that place a greater value on discipline and security, than on knowledge 

and intellectual development, they are attending prep schools for prison” -Angela Davis

12. Truancy and Drop Outs: What ideas do you have for dealing with truancy and with dropouts?

 School truancy and dropouts exacerbate the criminalization of Black and Brown youth. School Board 

members must invest in proven methods to create safe schools for all students, like restorative justice, 

apprenticeships, internships, home economics, and mental health services for students.

13. Central Office Resources: How do you see the allocations for central office funding and 

resources for school sites?

 It will take all of us, a collective effort to balance teacher salaries, maintain reduced class sizes while 

preserving the essential services performed by classified employees in classrooms, administration, 

maintenance, and security. We all have to be at the table making shared decisions for our school district, 

student, parents, and community stakeholders. We can’t be selfish or individualist. We have to be willing 

to make shared sacrifices at times but increase benefits during other times. We can’t live through 

transactional relationships. It must be a sustainable relationship based on transparency, trust, and 

community first understanding. We need to come together to advocate for the proper levels of funding that 

will create solid and sustainable community schools.

14. Community Schools: What are your views on the potential of community schools and what 

resources would be required?

Schools must invest in the sustainable community school model as a hub for community revitalization and 

uplifting OUSD neighborhood schools. Community schools must be the hub of the community. Local job 

training, health care, food distributions, and transitional shelter are some ways that the school district can 

help and support families. No two schools' needs are alike, the community along with our educators, 

community stakeholders and labor partners should use a student-centered approach to decide what 

community school is going to like and what services are needed.
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I believe a sustainable community school model will provide opportunities for increased parent 

engagement, broadened curriculum, and wraparound services in the community that will support our 

students. From my experience as a twenty-year teacher and community partner, I  understand that 

community schools are the alternative to the charter school model and are proven to improve all-around 

student outcomes. Community schools are everything that charters are not.  I have seen first hand how our 

communities benefit from the increased enrollment, attendance, and graduation rates while I was teaching 

at Thurgood Marshall. Community schools are the future of education for communities of color instead of 

a two-tier charter system model.

As a future board member, I will push for increased investments in community schools that help students 

succeed and to create conditions that ensure equitable opportunities for all children in Oakland.

15. School Day Learning Environment: What are your thoughts on the length of the school day and 

class size reduction (both in this crisis period and beyond)?

The instructional day for students can be adjusted to fit a more flexible schooling schedule. Start times 

can be adjusted based on the length of the day. Springtime schedules can have later started and Fall could 

have earlier starts. Also, students should be able to attend a community college bridge program to take 

college courses for universities and graduation from high school at the same time. 

16. Vocational Education/ Electives: What do you see as the future of vocational education in 

OUSD? How would you strengthen the electives curriculum?

My position about Ethnic Studies, arts, drama, home economics, and other vocational courses is very 

necessary and it should be mandatory in high school grade level. We have generations of students who 

graduated from public school never learned about their history, their emotions, basic home, or trade skill 

to prepare them for life. OUSD should return to training our students’ basic life skills. 

17. Labor: How do you view the relationship between OUSD and its unionized bargaining units, 

especially in this time of crisis?

As a leader, I consider many labor partners such as SEIU, AFSCME, OEA, Alameda Labor Council, and 

CTA, CFT as my base. My core values education, equality, integrity, dignity, service, social justice, 

Family,  friends, and Community. If elected, my constituents will see accountability through my actions. I 

will do what I say, deliver on my commitments to service, and take responsibility for the outcomes that I 

am championing for the community. The school board should and the union should schedule monthly 

meetings to check-in and talk about concerns and issues that each side is facing. The School Board needs 

to be transparent and the union continues discussions about the budget year around. The communication 
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part of bargaining is important and reestablishing trust will be the deciding factor to avoiding such 

confrontational bargaining for the next round.

After reminding the School Board that when labor unions fight, they win. Don’t wake up a sleeping bear. 

The public will generally support teachers and they win the battle of public opinion. Both must develop 

and strengthen the collaboration bridge between them. 

The role the School Board should play in labor issues is to set the expectations heading into bargaining 

that a fair wage, healthcare, and pension matters. Do right,  the charges, and expectations to the 

bargaining team. I don’t think the Board needs to be at the Bargaining table, but the Board should ask its 

teams to bargain in good faith, with a racial equity lens, transparency, and accountability. Both sides have 

to keep in mind that students will be at the center of any decision being made.

18. City/OUSD Relations: How should the city of Oakland support OUSD and other youth-related 

programs?

OUSD should support community schools and include ethnic studies, art drama, home economics, and 

trade skills at schools

19. Accountability: How do you see yourself as accountable to the people of Oakland and how might 

this relate to your dealings with the District Superintendent and staff?

My core values education, equality, integrity, dignity, service, social justice, Family,  friends, and 

Community. If elected, my constituents will see accountability through my actions. I will do what I say, 

deliver on my commitments to service, and take responsibility for the outcomes that I am championing for 

the community. 

20. Campaign Finance: Would you accept corporate/foundation funding in your campaign, 

especially from groups supporting charter schools? How much do you hope to raise?

 I will not take any funding for special interest, corporate, or from charters schools. I hope to raise 

$25,000 to reach 25,000

21. Money in Politics: Would you support amending the US Constitution to end unlimited corporate 

funding rights and get big money out of politics?

My views and beliefs are the same as the green party. 
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I support amending the U.S. Constitution to take big money out of politics.

I support public financing and disclosure

I support contribution and spending limits.

22. Endorsements: Who has endorsed you so far and by whom do you expect to be endorsed? 

Whom are you endorsing?

Oakland Education Association, SEIU1021, AFSCME 57, Alameda Labor Council, Educators for 

Democratic Schools, EB Stonewall Democratic, Wellstone Dems

23. Closing Question: Is there anything else you wish to add?

As the only 20 year educator in the race, I will bring a teacher’s perspective to every discussion. I will 

bring my labor relationships and background, inclusive practices, educator’s perspective and racial equity, 

and social justice lens to all decision making. We have to be intentional when making decisions that will 

lift up our communities. Our working-class communities deserve to have resources invested in business, 

schools, and neighborhoods of the most vulnerable. We must invest in our student’s families. I am the 

only public school teacher in the group  [of candidates] that understands the health of the community has 

a big impact on our student lives.  I am the only one that can say he has been actively fighting for our 

schools over the last 20 years.


